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	Tekstveld 1: Stories that Move at Austrian teacher training institutions 
	Tekstveld 2: OeAD | ERINNERN:AT
	timeline 2: Feldkirch
	Tekstveld 4: ... They liked the fact that the topics addressed were strongly linked to their everyday lives, in which racism and discrimination unfortunately play a major role. (Johannes Spieß, teacher, OeAD-Network Vorarlberg)
	timeline 3: off & online
	timeline 4: Krems 
	timeline 5: Wien
	timeline 6: Innsbruck 
	timeline 7: Salzburg
	timeline 8: St. Pölten
	timeline 9: Linz
	timeline 10: Eisenstadt
	timeline 11: Graz
	timeline 12:  Klagenfurt
	Tekstveld 10: "What I really liked about using the toolbox in my classes is that it is designed to be very close to my students' lives and many of them found it very easy to relate to the stories told. ... 
	timeline 1: Trainings 
	Tekstveld 6: The aim of the trainings has always been to give teachers everything they need to use Stories that Move effectively in their lessons and to show them what they can achieve using the tool. 
	Tekstveld 7: Therefore, they were given background information, practical instructions, space to try things out and plenty of room and time to reflect on what they had learnt and to exchange ideas. 
	Tekstveld 8: The feedback shows how effective working together and with the toolbox can be, how safe-space and reflection work together and so StM has already made it into a lot of Austrian classrooms! 
	Tekstveld 9: 
	Tekstveld 11: Through the seminars and webinars in cooperation with the teacher training centres, we have been able to reach and inspire hundreds of Austrian teachers for the project - all across the country!
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